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Staying up-to-date with literature …

… by topic alerts
… by research networks (R\textsuperscript{G}, Mendeley…)
… by consulting journal homepages

… remains a challenge.
Browsing journals with BrowZine ... performs the following
defined actions:

✓ **browse** = discover new topics
✓ stay up-to-date with **your** favorite journals on a virtual, personal bookshelf
✓ get **full-texts** easily
✓ discover and read articles anywhere on any device (with VPN)
✓ read conveniently

freely available at University Bern
Access BrowZine

- www.unibe.ch/university/services/university_library
  ➔ research ➔ journals

Journals

Search for E-Journals in the directory of the licensed and freely accessible online journals at the University of Bern.

Discover E-Journals with BrowZine.

www.browzine.com
Live Demonstration
Questions?
Outlook

Next Coffee & Bit(e)s lecture at the Library of Plant Sciences: May 14, 15:15-15:30: ORCID – distinguish yourself in research!

Information event on Open Access:
May 17, 12.15-13.00
- Horizon2020 Requirements
- SNSF Requirements
- Gold Open Access
- Green Open Access
- Open/FAIR Data

Registration:
Coffee & Bit(e)s
THE COFFEE LECTURES FOR SCIENTISTS
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